Classical simulation of quantum computation has often been viewed as the method to determine where the horizon of quantum supremacy is locatedthat is, where quantum computation can no longer be simulated by classical methods. As of now, the 50 qubit threshold for quantum supremacy has been determined largely by the state vector simulation method's exponential space demands placing an upper bound on simulation memory capabilities. To investigate this claim, we present and test an implementation of a known path integral simulation algorithm running in linear space; the method is based on recursively traversing the underlying computation tree for quantum algorithms and summing over possible amplitudes. We find that the implementation is able to simulate the hidden subgroup method (HSP) standard method-a notable class of circuits including Shor's algorithm amongst others-in a reasonable amount of time using extremely low memory, as well as other circuits with similar parameters. The performance results of this algorithm suggest that it can serve as a feasible alternative to state vector simulation and that with respect to the HSP standard method, quantum supremacy may be more accurately measured using the recursive path-summing method on large numbers of qubits, compared to the state vector method.
Introduction
In the past few decades, interest in quantum computation has begun to steadily grow as a result of ideas such as Richard Feynman's concept of simulating physics with a computer operating on the laws of quantum physics [3] . Since then, the field has been explored by many quantum theorists, yielding unusually exciting results such as Shor's polynomial-time factoring algorithm [13] demonstrating the capability of quantum computation to provide dramatically improved solutions to important mathematical and computational problems. Recently, quantum computing has transitioned from the theoretical drawing board to the laboratory as technological advances have enabled construction of the first quantum computers [7] ; with the production of experimental devices, there is a real possibility of quantum computing becoming the new paradigm of computational power. Therefore, the notion of "quantum supremacy" was developed to reference the possibility that after a certain point, quantum computation may be more powerful than all current classical computation. To this end, classical simulation is viewed as an accurate measurement of where this "supremacy horizon" may lie by considering the greatest number of qubits classical machines are able to simulate [11] .
Due to quantum algorithms' peculiar properties, simulation algorithms usually run in exponential space and time with respect to the number of qubits involved, exorbitant resource requirements which limit simulations to a size of around ∼ 40 to 50 qubits on present day state-of-the-art supercomputers [6] . This limitation can be seen in the most prevalent and widely used generic simulation methods: the state vector simulation approach. In quantum computers, a single unit of information is stored in a qubit, the quantum analogue of a classical bit which takes the form α|0 + β|1 for complex numbers α, β satisfying |α| 2 + |β| 2 = 1; because each qubit has a probability to be in either the |0 or |1 states, a system of n qubits has an associated amplitude for each of the 2 n possibilities for the classical n-bit register.
Thus, the state vector algorithm records the entire 2 n -size state space of a n-qubit system in memory as a vector of state amplitudes and updates the vector according to the application of each gate in the quantum circuit model (i.e. a representation of a quantum algorithm). Applying each gate to the state vector requires iteration over all 2 n elements of the vector: therefore, for a circuit of l gates, the time and space complexities of this algorithm are O(l2 n ) and O(2 n ), respectively. Therefore, as mentioned before, this simulation method surpasses 1-terabyte memory usage for simulations on >40 qubits, rendering simulations extremely costly; there have been few subsequent endeavors to improve the simulation of general quantum circuits in either time or space, and many have accepted-based on the state vector method's memory requirements-that current classical computers are only able to simulate a maximum of 50 qubits, defining a concrete marker for quantum supremacy.
The state-vector algorithm's lack of optimizable structure along with previously discovered quantum algorithms yielding exponential resource savings over their classical counterparts has led many quantum scientists to assume that quantum computation is inherently more powerful than classical computation, thus requiring exponential resources at minimum to classically simulate. To further examine the details of this supremacy assumption with respect to time, another direction in simulation research focuses on finding specific subclasses of quantum circuits simulable in sub-exponential time, exploiting structure arising from a common feature of the subclass to reduce resource usage. As a result, many interesting subcategories of circuits have been discovered to use sub-exponential time for classical simulation [5, 17, 16, 9, 15] ;
in particular, the Gottesman-Knill stabilizer representation [5] expanded upon by Aaronson and Gottesman [2] uses O(n 3 ) time to simulate a large group of circuits based on the specific, efficiently-simulatable properties of stabilizer states. However, while similar non-general simulation algorithms can be interesting in their own right by investigating the source of quantum computing's power and testing specific cases, many interesting quantum circuits do not fall within these algorithms' narrowly defined groups, in which case quantum scientists must resort to all-purpose simulation.
Furthermore, they focus on reducing time requirements for simulation, which has little effect on the memory-restricted supremacy horizon.
Seeing that the quantum supremacy boundary of 50 qubits is based primarily on the memory restrictions of the state vector algorithm, another important question is raised: is it possible to implement a general purpose simulation method with subexponential memory complexity, which could determine a more accurate quantum supremacy boundary? In this paper, an simulation implementation adapted from a commonly known algorithm (the path integral method) based on traversing paths sequentially to minimize space usage is tested to show that this may be the case for certain circuits, some of which have demonstrated the most exaggerated quantum vs. classical time complexity speedups known to date. We will show that the experimental results notably apply to Shor's algorithm [13] , the polynomial-time factoring algorithm with major future applications and value. 
The Algorithm
One angle of approaching quantum computation is to view the action of a quantum circuit on an input as a mapping each of the 2 n classical states and their corresponding amplitudes to one or more classical states, with the case of multiple mapped states made possible by the quantum phenomenon of superposition. According to this approach, quantum gates may be classified as "branching" and "non-branching" based on whether or not they are capable of mapping one classical state to multiple (i.e. producing a superposition of states); this interpretation of quantum computation will be used to explain the algorithm, which simulates a quantum circuit by calculating the amplitude endState| C|startState for a user-chosen circuit C and values of endState/startState (the desired ending/starting states of the qubit register).
A quantum gate which acts non-trivially on n qubits can be represented by a square 2 n by 2 n unitary matrix; if the gate matrix has only one entry per row, then the gate is defined as "non-branching"-that is, when operating on any n-bit classical state, it is only capable of flipping specific bits and/or adding a relative phase factor to the state. "Non-branching" gates include the identity, Pauli gates, CNOT, and Toffoli gates, because each of these gates map a given classical state to another single classical state (while possibly introducing a phase factor that adjusts the state's amplitude). However, when the gate matrix has more than one entry per row, then the gate is "branching". Such gates are capable of mapping a given state to a superposition of quantum states; a simple and common example is the Hadamard quantum gate:
As shown above, the Hadamard gate takes each of the |0 and |1 basis states into an equal superposition of both basis states, and therefore "branches" a given n-bit state into two others. In the function mapping interpretation, "branching gates" map a state onto two or more distinct states which each have an amplitude calculated based on the previous gate's matrix representation.
Based on this interpretation of quantum gates, an implementation of the path integral simulation method can be derived based on the circuit graph representation.
The first gate of the circuit is drawn as a single node, labeled with the initial state of the n-qubit register-presumably a single classical state. If this first gate is a "non-branching" gate, a single edge is drawn representing the single mapping of the gate on the initial state. If the gate is "branching", then two or more edges are drawn corresponding to the number of states the initial state was mapped to as a result of the gate's action: for example, for the application of a Hadamard gate on the first qubit, two edges would be drawn: one corresponding to the possibility where the first qubit becomes a 0, and the other corresponding to when the first qubit becomes a 1. Next, at the end of each edge, another node is drawn and labeled with the single classical state produced as a result of traveling down that edge. All nodes drawn at the end of this step represent the states produced by the first gate's mapping from the initial state; the rest of the tree is then drawn by applying the same procedure for each node, producing a representation of the quantum circuit's action. An example circuit on 3 qubits and its corresponding tree are shown in Figure 1 .
From such a graph representation of a quantum circuit, the recursive pathsumming algorithm can be illustrated intuitively. Beginning from the single node on the left side of the tree diagram, the algorithm computes and records the accumulated phase and state changes of any "non-branching" gates until a "branching" gate is reached at a node. Then, it recursively calls itself for each edge leading out from that node, calculating the amplitude of reaching endState from each of the branched is O(n + h).
Next, the time complexity of the algorithm can be proven as O(t2 h ) (where t equals the number of non-branching gates). When the algorithm makes a transition along an edge of the tree, a classical manipulation of the bit register and the update of a phase factor occur in O(1) time. Therefore, the algorithm takes time proportional to the number of edges in the tree, as each edge is traversed exactly twice: once advancing forwards through the circuit, and another time going "backwards" to reset the global n-bit register to its state prior to the edge for future operations. In a circuit of t non-branching gates and h branching gates, the worst-case (i.e. highest) edge count occurs when all branching gates happen first. In this case, the portion of the circuit containing the branching has 2 h+1 edges, while the portion post-branching has t2 h edges where the non-branching gates stretch forwards in straight lines extending from each of the 2 h nodes produced from the branching portion. Therefore, the sum of these worst-case edge counts gives a worst-case time performance of O(2
an example of such a worst-case tree is shown in Figure 2 . However, it should be noted that in most circuits the time complexity will not approach this upper bound, as the worst-case structure can be avoided by relegating the non-branching section to classical post-processing. Instead, the actual time taken will depend on the order of branching and non-branching gates within the circuit.
An effective optimization which can further improve performance in many cases lies in pruning the tree based on early termination of branches whose states cannot reach endState using the remaining gates. At any node within the tree, if there are less gates left than the number of differing bits between the node's state and endState, then computation can be prematurely terminated; from that point onwards, reaching endState is impossible due to each gate being capable of only changing-at most-one bit in the node state. Therefore, this pruning adjustment speeds up simulation by a varying factor with no sacrifice of accuracy, with the number of edges pruned depending on specific parameters of the simulated circuit. To conclude the presentation of the algorithm's mechanism, the pseudocode below summarizes this section's discussed features and processes. To demonstrate the memory and time performances analyzed in the previous section, this section compares the recursive path-summing algorithm's performance to other general purpose simulation algorithms' using three types of benchmark circuits.
Specifically, tests were conducted on the state vector simulation method and a circuit Layered Hadamard transform circuits used for benchmarks consisted of two nbit Hadamard transforms surrounding n randomly generated Toffoli gates (universal for classical computation), resulting in 2n branching and n non-branching gates.
Additionally, layered quantum Fourier transform circuits contained 2n branching and 2(n(n − 1)/2) + n non-branching gates, using a quantum Fourier transform circuit with n(n + 1)/2 gates [10] . In the standard method test circuit used, the n-qubit register is separated into a and b registers of respective sizes 2n/3 and n − 2n/3 ; the register sizes were chosen based on the worst-case sizes of Shor's algorithm, where the integer input is of size O(2 b ) (and thus of length b) and the a register's size varies from b to 2b depending on the value of b. Using these registers, the test circuit consists of a Hadamard transform on register a, n random Toffoli gates controlled by a onto b, and a quantum Fourier transform on a, using 2 2n/3 branching and 2n/3 ( 2n/3 − 1)/2 + n non-branching gates. However, executions for different register sizes (for example, when |a| = |b|) were not tested and remain an interesting open problem for researchers to simulate and collect data on.
Testing was done using a C++ implementation created as the PocketSimulator project [12] . All executions were performed on an "Ivy Bridge" 2.5 GHz Intel "Core i5" processor (3210M) with 8 GB of RAM; the test results are displayed in Figure 4 , where each data point was calculated as an average of three trials. However, for the HSP standard method, the path-summing algorithm is almost able to match up to the state vector approach in running time as n grows larger! These results can be explained using the conjectured time complexities of each algorithm and each circuit's properties: for the layered circuits,
n which accounts for the state vector simulation's faster performance in these cases.
On the other hand, for the HSP standard method,
which explains the recursive path-summing algorithm's relative speed increase, which may have been even greater if |a| < 2|b| where less branching gates are used. Additionally, looking at the algorithms' time complexities shows that even if t > O(n), the runtimes stay relatively similar; thus, the n Toffoli gates used in our testing im-plementation could be changed to compute any classically controlled function with respect to registers a and b while preserving the runtime relationship between the path integral and state vector algorithms.
Despite the gaps in speed between the algorithms for various circuits, all time graphs indicate exponential growth as conjectured. However, in general, the performance tests conducted reveal that the recursive path-summing implementation is able to provide satisfactory time performance for the hidden subgroup problem standard method (because n is close to h) while using virtually no space by comparison, a major result of this paper.
Conclusion
Experimentally, the presented path integral implementation uses linear space and simulates certain circuits faster than existing low-space methods; for certain circuits, it uses time comparable to the state vector approach while using almost no space relative to exponential space requirements. However, execution tests may require further refinement to reach a robust conclusion in this regard. In particular, implementations for both the layered-circuit and state vector methods were written specifically to benchmark the paper's implementation and may have contained bugs resulting in slower performance; memory and runtime data may have also been inaccurately collected due to machine or collection program flaws. We invite other researchers to peruse the implementations used in the paper [12] and investigate these possibilities.
Most interestingly, the results of this paper show that the recursive path-summing algorithm is able to sacrifice some runtime at the great benefit of using linear space in contrast to exponential space required by the state vector approach, for certain circuits such as the HSP standard method. This result implies that when testing supremacy on the family of HSP standard method circuits, the recursive path-summing algorithm is a more accurate method than the state vector approach by which to determine the supremacy threshold on larger numbers of qubits. From the experiments presented, it is not immediately clear whether the algorithm is able to simulate greater than 50 qubits on the HSP; however, considering the moderate The algorithm implementation presented in this paper is an alternative simulation method which eliminates the need for large memory registers such as those required by the state vector method. From the presented results, the recursive pathsumming algorithm is able to establish itself as a viable candidate for general simulation purposes. More specifically, the HSP tests also show that current state vector memory-based limitations of the supremacy frontier may not hold for the HSP family. As the field of quantum computing continues to expand and physical quantum computers approach this threshold, this paper and its simulation implementation is another step towards fully understanding the power of quantum computing.
